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Overview
•Yesterday: 4 case studies 

- Tuner — Image segmentation 
- FluidExplorer — Fluid animation 
- Vismon — Fisheries science 
- FeatureExplorer — Classification 

•Today: Abstraction / Theory 

- Design Studies 
- Principles of visual parameter space exploration 
- Visual Data Science — visual tools for modeling
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General remarks on 
methodology
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Development

•Vismon: 4 years 

•FluidExplorer: 1 year 

•Tuner: 1 year 

•FeatureFinder: 8 month
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Human-centered design 
process
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http://2011.hci.international/index.php?module=webpage&id=35
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general Design process
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https://www.teachengineering.org/engrdesignprocess.php
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Munzner’s Nested model
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Data/task abstraction

Visual encoding/interaction idiom

Algorithm

Domain situation
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Munzner’s Nested model
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Data/task abstraction

Visual encoding/interaction idiom

Algorithm

Domain situation What are people doing? 
What are their goals?
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Munzner’s Nested model
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Data/task abstraction

Visual encoding/interaction idiom

Algorithm

Domain situation

What are data/tasks to 
accomplish these goals?
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Munzner’s Nested model
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Data/task abstraction

Visual encoding/interaction idiom

Algorithm

Domain situation

How do I show/interact 
with the data?
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Munzner’s Nested model
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Data/task abstraction

Visual encoding/interaction idiom

Algorithm

Domain situation

How do I make 
this all work?
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Munzner’s Nested model
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Domain situation
You misunderstood their needs

You’re showing them the wrong thing

Visual encoding/interaction idiom
The way you show it doesn’t work

Algorithm
Your code is too slow

Data/task abstraction
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Munzner’s Nested model
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Domain situation
Observe target users using existing tools

Visual encoding/interaction idiom
Justify design with respect to alternatives

Algorithm
Measure system time/memory
Analyze computational complexity

Observe target users after deployment ( )

Measure adoption

Analyze results qualitatively
Measure human time with lab experiment (lab study)

Data/task abstraction
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Workflow for 
designing a tool
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Making the right tool
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Figure 4. Calendar view of the number of employees

Several conclusions can be drawn from this image. We
see that:

• Office hours are followed strictly. Most people arrive
between 8:30 and 9:00 am, and leave between 4:00 and
5:00 pm. Furthermore, in the morning the number of
employees present is slightly higher than in the after-
noon.

• On Fridays and in the summer fewer people are present
(cluster 722);

• On Fridays in the summer even fewer people are
present (cluster 718);

• In the weekend and at holidays only very few people
are working (cluster 710): security and fire brigade;

• Holidays in the Netherlands in 1997 were January 1st,
March 28th,March 31st, April 30th,May 5th,May 8th,
May 19th, December 25th and 26th.

• School vacations are visible in Spring (May 3rd toMay
11th), in Autumn (October 11th to October 19th), and
in Winter (December 21th to December 31st);

• Many people take a day off after a holiday (cluster
721);

• On December 5th many people left at 4:00 PM. Dutch
peoplewill immediately know the explanation: On this
day we celebrate Santa Claus and are allowed to leave
earlier!

We see that for this distribution of patterns quite plausible
explanations exist. The advantage of clustering is that none
of these explanations have to be inserted a priori, such as
separating working days and holidays, and all effects are
elucidated automatically. The combined representation of
average graphs and clusters enables a user to quantify these
effects easily. Another strong point is that standard patterns
(cluster 719) as well as exceptional patterns (December 5th)
are detected automatically.

4.2 Interaction

For effective data exploration, user interaction is as im-
portant as presentation. The combination of cluster analysis
with a calendar representation provides good opportunities
for interaction. We have embeddedour presentation in an in-
teractive system for the analysis of time series data, such that
the user can interact with the image presented to him (such
as fig. 4) in many ways.
Selection of the data to be displayed can be done easily.

Initially, no days are selected for display. The user can tog-
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Figure 4. Calendar view of the number of employees

Several conclusions can be drawn from this image. We
see that:

• Office hours are followed strictly. Most people arrive
between 8:30 and 9:00 am, and leave between 4:00 and
5:00 pm. Furthermore, in the morning the number of
employees present is slightly higher than in the after-
noon.

• On Fridays and in the summer fewer people are present
(cluster 722);

• On Fridays in the summer even fewer people are
present (cluster 718);

• In the weekend and at holidays only very few people
are working (cluster 710): security and fire brigade;

• Holidays in the Netherlands in 1997 were January 1st,
March 28th,March 31st, April 30th,May 5th,May 8th,
May 19th, December 25th and 26th.

• School vacations are visible in Spring (May 3rd toMay
11th), in Autumn (October 11th to October 19th), and
in Winter (December 21th to December 31st);

• Many people take a day off after a holiday (cluster
721);

• On December 5th many people left at 4:00 PM. Dutch
peoplewill immediately know the explanation: On this
day we celebrate Santa Claus and are allowed to leave
earlier!

We see that for this distribution of patterns quite plausible
explanations exist. The advantage of clustering is that none
of these explanations have to be inserted a priori, such as
separating working days and holidays, and all effects are
elucidated automatically. The combined representation of
average graphs and clusters enables a user to quantify these
effects easily. Another strong point is that standard patterns
(cluster 719) as well as exceptional patterns (December 5th)
are detected automatically.

4.2 Interaction

For effective data exploration, user interaction is as im-
portant as presentation. The combination of cluster analysis
with a calendar representation provides good opportunities
for interaction. We have embeddedour presentation in an in-
teractive system for the analysis of time series data, such that
the user can interact with the image presented to him (such
as fig. 4) in many ways.
Selection of the data to be displayed can be done easily.

Initially, no days are selected for display. The user can tog-
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Fig. 2. Nine-stage design study methodology framework classified into three top-level categories. While outlined as a linear process, the overlapping

stages and gray arrows imply the iterative dynamics of this process.

kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next

2434 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON VISUALIZATION AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS, VOL. 18, NO. 12, DECEMBER 2012
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Fig. 2. Nine-stage design study methodology framework classified into three top-level categories. While outlined as a linear process, the overlapping

stages and gray arrows imply the iterative dynamics of this process.

kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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Design study papers explore the choices made when 
applying infovis techniques in an application area, for 
example relating the visual encodings and interaction 
techniques to the requirements of the target task. Although a 
limited amount of application domain background 
information can be useful to provide a framing context in 
which to discuss the specifics of the target task, the primary 
focus of the case study must be the infovis content. 
Describing new techniques and algorithms developed to 
solve the target problem will strengthen a design study paper, 
but the requirements for novelty are less stringent than in a 
Technique paper.  

[InfoVis03 CFP, infovis.org/infovis2003/CFP] 
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Fig. 2. Nine-stage design study methodology framework classified into three top-level categories. While outlined as a linear process, the overlapping

stages and gray arrows imply the iterative dynamics of this process.

kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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Fig. 2. Nine-stage design study methodology framework classified into three top-level categories. While outlined as a linear process, the overlapping

stages and gray arrows imply the iterative dynamics of this process.

kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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straction, and a decent reflection on guidelines. On the other hand, a
very thorough design and evaluation might counterbalance a moder-
ate problem characterization or reflection. Our definitions imply that
a design study paper does not require a novel algorithm or technique
contribution. Instead, a proposed visualization design is often a well-
justified combination of existing techniques. While a design study
paper is the most common outcome of a design study, other types of
research papers are also possible such as technique or algorithm, eval-
uation, system, or even a pure problem characterization paper [50].

3.2 Task Clarity and Information Location Axes
We introduce two axes, task clarity and information location, as shown
in Figure 1. The two axes can be used as a way to think and reason
about problem characterization and abstraction contributions which,
although common in design studies, are often difficult to capture and
communicate.

The task clarity axis depicts how precisely a task is defined, with
fuzzy on the one side and crisp on the other. An example of a crisp
task is “buy a train ticket”. This task has a clearly defined goal with a
known set of steps. For such crisp tasks it is relatively straightforward
to design and evaluate solutions. Although similarly crisp low-level
visualization tasks exist, such as correlate, cluster or find outliers [2],
reducing a real-world problem to these tasks is challenging and time
consuming. Most often, visualization researchers are confronted with
complex and fuzzy domain tasks. Data analysts might, for instance,
be interested in understanding the evolutionary relationship between
genomes [45], comparing the jaw movement between pigs [34], or the
relationship between voting behavior and ballot design [94]. These
domain tasks are inherently ill-defined and exploratory in nature. The
challenge of evaluating solutions against such fuzzy tasks is well-
understood in the information visualization community [59].

Task clarity could be considered the combination of many other fac-
tors; we have identified two in particular. The scope of the task is one:
the goal in a design study is to decompose high-level domain tasks of
broad scope into a set of more narrow and low-level abstract tasks.
The stability of the task is another: the task might change over the
course of the design study collaboration. It is common, and in fact
a sign of success, for the tasks of the experts to change after the re-
searcher introduces visualization tools, or after new abstractions cause
them to re-conceptualize their work. Changes from external factors,
however, such as strategic priority changes in a company setting or
research focus changes in an academic setting, can be dangerous.

The second axis is the information location, characterizing how
much information is only available in the head of the expert versus
what has been made explicit in the computer. In other words, when
considering all the information required to carry out a specific task,
this axis characterizes how much of the information and context sur-
rounding the domain problem remains as implicit knowledge in the
expert’s head, versus how much data or metadata is available in a dig-
ital form that can be incorporated into the visualization.

We define moving forward along either of these axes as a design
study contribution. Note that movement along one axis often causes
movement along the other: increased task clarity can facilitate a bet-
ter understanding of derived data needs, while increased information
articulation can facilitate a better understanding of analysis needs [61].

3.3 Design Study Methodology Suitability
The two axes characterize the range of situations in which design study
methodology is a suitable choice. This rough characterization is not
intended to define precise boundaries, but rather for guiding the under-
standing of when, and when not, to use design studies for approaching
certain domain problems.

Figure 1 shows how design studies fall along a two-dimensional
space spanned by the task clarity and the information location axes.
The red and the blue areas at the periphery represent situations for
which design studies may be the wrong methodological choice. The
red vertical area on the left indicates situations where no or very lit-
tle data is available. This area is a dangerous territory because an
effective visualization design is not likely to be possible; we provide
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Fig. 1. The task clarity and information location axes as a way to analyze

the suitability of design study methodology. Red and blue areas mark

regions where design studies may be the wrong methodological choice.

ways to identify this region when winnowing potential collaborations
in Section 4.1.2.

The blue triangular area on the top right is also dangerous terri-
tory, but for the opposite reason. Visualization might be the wrong
approach here because the task is crisply defined and enough infor-
mation is computerized for the design of an automatic solution. Con-
versely, we can use this area to define when an automatic solution is
not possible; automatic algorithmic solutions such as machine learning
techniques make strong assumptions about crisp task clarity and avail-
ability of all necessary information. Because many real-world data
analysis problems have not yet progressed to the crisp/computer ends
of the axes, we argue that design studies can be a useful step towards
a final goal of a fully automatic solution.

The remaining white area indicates situations where design studies
are a good approach. This area is large, hinting that different design
studies will have different characteristics. For example, the regions
towards the top left at the beginning of both axes require significant
problem characterization and data abstraction before a visualization
can be designed—a paper about such a project is likely to have a sig-
nificant contribution of this type. Design studies that are farther along
both axes will have a stronger focus on visual encoding and design
aspects, with a more modest emphasis on the other contribution types.
These studies may also make use of combined automatic and visual
solutions, a common approach in visual analytics [84].

The axes can also associate visualization with, and differentiate it
from other fields. While research in some subfields of HCI, such as
human factors, deal with crisply defined tasks, several other subfields,
such as computer supported cooperative work and ubiquitous comput-
ing, face similar challenges in terms of ill-defined and fuzzy tasks.
They differ from visualization, however, because they do not require
significant data analysis on the part of the target users. Conversely,
fields such as machine learning and statistics focus on data analysis,
but assume crisply defined tasks.

4 NINE-STAGE FRAMEWORK

Figure 2 shows an overview of our nine-stage framework with the
stages organized into three categories: a precondition phase that de-
scribes what must be done before starting a design study; a core phase
presenting the main steps of conducting a design study; and an analy-

sis phase depicting the analytical reasoning at the end. For each stage
we provide practical advice based on our own experience, and out-
line pitfalls that point to common mistakes. Table 1 at the end of this
section summarizes all 32 pitfalls (PF).

The general layout of the framework is linear to suggest that one
stage follows another. Certain actions rely on artifacts from earlier
stages—deploying a system is, for instance, not possible without some
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kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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Fig. 2. Nine-stage design study methodology framework classified into three top-level categories. While outlined as a linear process, the overlapping

stages and gray arrows imply the iterative dynamics of this process.

kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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Fig. 2. Nine-stage design study methodology framework classified into three top-level categories. While outlined as a linear process, the overlapping

stages and gray arrows imply the iterative dynamics of this process.

kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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Fig. 2. Nine-stage design study methodology framework classified into three top-level categories. While outlined as a linear process, the overlapping

stages and gray arrows imply the iterative dynamics of this process.

kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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Fig. 2. Nine-stage design study methodology framework classified into three top-level categories. While outlined as a linear process, the overlapping

stages and gray arrows imply the iterative dynamics of this process.

kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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Figure 4. Calendar view of the number of employees

Several conclusions can be drawn from this image. We
see that:

• Office hours are followed strictly. Most people arrive
between 8:30 and 9:00 am, and leave between 4:00 and
5:00 pm. Furthermore, in the morning the number of
employees present is slightly higher than in the after-
noon.

• On Fridays and in the summer fewer people are present
(cluster 722);

• On Fridays in the summer even fewer people are
present (cluster 718);

• In the weekend and at holidays only very few people
are working (cluster 710): security and fire brigade;

• Holidays in the Netherlands in 1997 were January 1st,
March 28th,March 31st, April 30th,May 5th,May 8th,
May 19th, December 25th and 26th.

• School vacations are visible in Spring (May 3rd toMay
11th), in Autumn (October 11th to October 19th), and
in Winter (December 21th to December 31st);

• Many people take a day off after a holiday (cluster
721);

• On December 5th many people left at 4:00 PM. Dutch
peoplewill immediately know the explanation: On this
day we celebrate Santa Claus and are allowed to leave
earlier!

We see that for this distribution of patterns quite plausible
explanations exist. The advantage of clustering is that none
of these explanations have to be inserted a priori, such as
separating working days and holidays, and all effects are
elucidated automatically. The combined representation of
average graphs and clusters enables a user to quantify these
effects easily. Another strong point is that standard patterns
(cluster 719) as well as exceptional patterns (December 5th)
are detected automatically.

4.2 Interaction

For effective data exploration, user interaction is as im-
portant as presentation. The combination of cluster analysis
with a calendar representation provides good opportunities
for interaction. We have embeddedour presentation in an in-
teractive system for the analysis of time series data, such that
the user can interact with the image presented to him (such
as fig. 4) in many ways.
Selection of the data to be displayed can be done easily.

Initially, no days are selected for display. The user can tog-
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Fig. 2. Nine-stage design study methodology framework classified into three top-level categories. While outlined as a linear process, the overlapping

stages and gray arrows imply the iterative dynamics of this process.

kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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Fig. 2. Nine-stage design study methodology framework classified into three top-level categories. While outlined as a linear process, the overlapping

stages and gray arrows imply the iterative dynamics of this process.

kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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Fig. 2. Nine-stage design study methodology framework classified into three top-level categories. While outlined as a linear process, the overlapping

stages and gray arrows imply the iterative dynamics of this process.

kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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Fig. 2. Nine-stage design study methodology framework classified into three top-level categories. While outlined as a linear process, the overlapping

stages and gray arrows imply the iterative dynamics of this process.

kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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stages and gray arrows imply the iterative dynamics of this process.

kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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Pitfalls

•insufficient deploy time 

•non-real task/data/user 

•liking a tool is not validation!
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Fig. 2. Nine-stage design study methodology framework classified into three top-level categories. While outlined as a linear process, the overlapping

stages and gray arrows imply the iterative dynamics of this process.

kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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Pitfalls

•failing to improve guidelines
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kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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Pitfalls

•not enough writing time 

•no technique contribution ≠ write a design 
study 

•too much domain background 

•chronological story vs concentrating on results 

•premature end to the project
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kind of implementation—and it is all too common to jump forward
over stages without even considering or starting them. This forward
jumping is the first pitfall that we identify (PF-1). A typical example
of this pitfall is to start implementing a system before talking to the
domain experts, usually resulting in a tool that does not meet their
specific needs. We have reviewed many papers that have fatal flaws
due to this pitfall.

The linearity of the diagram, however, does not mean that previous
stages must be fully completed before advancing to the next. Many
of the stages often overlap and the process is highly iterative. In fact,
jumping backwards to previous stages is the common case in order
to gradually refine preliminary ideas and understanding. For exam-
ple, we inevitably always find ourselves jumping backwards to refine
the abstractions while writing a design study paper. The overlapping
stages and gray arrows in Figure 2 imply these dynamics.

Validation crosscuts the framework; that is, validation is important
for every stage, but the appropriate validation is different for each. We
categorize validation following the three framework phases. In the pre-
condition stage, validation is personal: it hinges on the preparation of
the researcher for the project, including due diligence before commit-
ting to a collaboration. In the core phase, validation is inward-facing:
it emphasizes evaluating findings and artifacts with domain experts. In
the analysis phases, validation is outward-facing: it focuses on justi-
fying the results of a design study to the outside world, including the
readers and reviewers of a paper. Munzner’s nested model elaborates
further on how to choose appropriate methods at each stage [50].

4.1 Precondition Phase
The precondition stages of learn, winnow, and cast focus on prepar-
ing the visualization researcher for the work, and finding and filtering
synergistic collaborations with domain experts.

4.1.1 Learn: Visualization Literature

A crucial precondition for conducting an effective design study is a
solid knowledge of the visualization literature, including visual en-
coding and interaction techniques, design guidelines, and evaluation
methods. This visualization knowledge will inform all later stages: in
the winnow stage it guides the selection of collaborators with interest-
ing problems relevant to visualization; in the discover stage it focuses
the problem analysis and informs the data and task abstraction; in the
design stage it helps to broaden the consideration space of possible
solutions, and to select good solutions over bad ones; in the imple-
ment stage knowledge about visualization toolkits and algorithms al-
lows fast development of stable tool releases; in the deploy stage it
assists in knowing how to properly evaluate the tool in the field; in the
reflect stage, knowledge of the current state-of-the-art is crucial for
comparing and contrasting findings; and in the write stage, effective
framing of contributions relies on knowledge of previous work.

Of course, a researcher’s knowledge will gradually grow over time
and encyclopedic knowledge of the field is not a requirement before

conducting a first design study. Nevertheless, starting a design study
without enough prior knowledge of the visualization literature is a pit-
fall (PF-2). This pitfall is particularly common when researchers who
are expert in other fields make their first foray into visualization [37];
we have seen many examples of this as reviewers.

4.1.2 Winnow : Select Promising Collaborations

The goal of this stage is to identify the most promising collaborations.
We name this strategy winnowing, suggesting a lengthy process of sep-
arating the good from the bad and implying that careful selection is
necessary: not all potential collaborations are a good match. Prema-
ture commitment to a collaboration is a very common pitfall that can
result in much unprofitable time and effort (PF-3).

We suggest talking to a broad set of people in initial meetings, and
then gradually narrowing down this set to a small number of actual col-
laborations based on the considerations that we discuss in detail below.
Because this process takes considerable calendar time, it should begin
well before the intended start date of the implement stage. Initial meet-
ings last only a few hours, and thus can easily occur in parallel with
other projects. Only some of these initial meetings will lead to further
discussions, and only a fraction of these will continue with a closer
collaboration in the form of developing requirements in the discover
stage. Finally, these closer collaborations should only continue on into
the design stage if there is a clear match between the interests of the
domain experts and the visualization researcher. We recommend com-
mitting to a collaboration only after this due diligence is conducted; in
particular, decisions to seek grant funding for a collaborative project
after only a single meeting with a domain expert are often premature.
We also suggest maintaining a steady stream of initial meetings at all
times. In short, our strategy is: talk with many but stay with few, start
early, and always keep looking.

The questions to ask during the winnow stage are framed as rea-
sons to decide against, rather than for, a potential collaboration. We
choose this framing because continued investigation has a high time
cost for both parties, so the decision to pull out is best made as early as
possible. Two of our failure cases underline the cost of late decision-
making: the PowerSetViewer [54] design study lasted two years with
four researchers, and WikeVis [72] half a year with two researchers.
Both projects fell victim to several pitfalls in the winnow and cast
stages, as we describe below; if we had known what questions to con-
sider at these early stages we could have avoided much wasted effort.

The questions are categorized into practical, intellectual, and inter-
personal considerations. We use the pronouns I for the visualization
researcher, and they for the domain experts.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: These questions can be easily
checked in initial meetings.
Data: Does real data exist, is it enough, and can I have it?
Some potential collaborators will try to initiate a project before real
data is available. They may promise to have the data “soon”, or “next
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Vismon

•three stage process

48

1: Diverging 2: Converging 3: Deployment

early 2009 mid 2010 April 2012
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Vismon

•Phase 1 - diverging phase 

- many data sketches (Lloyd+Dykes, 2011) 

- iterative formative testing (18 months) 

- close involvement of one scientist
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1: Diverging 2: Converging 3: Deployment

early 2009 mid 2010 April 2012
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Vismon

•Phase 2 - converging design 

- cognitive walkthrough 

- redesigned interface for usability 

- confirmed usability + utility with five 
scientists
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1: Diverging 2: Converging 3: Deployment

early 2009 mid 2010 April 2012
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Vismon

•Phase 3 - deployment 

- fall 2011: demo to 40 research biologists 
and high-level fisheries managers in Alaska 

- may 2012: training workshop for 14 
managers in Alaska
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1: Diverging 2: Converging 3: Deployment

early 2009 mid 2010 April 2012
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Abstraction: 
(visual) Parameter space 

exploration (vPSA)
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Other tools
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Much recent attention 
in vPSA

•Image segmentation [Torsney Weir et al. 2011] 

•Weather forecast [Potter et al. 2009] 

•Disaster simulation [Waser et al. 2010] 

•many more …
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in vPSA
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•Image segmentation [Torsney Weir et al. 2011] 
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Much recent attention 
in vPSA

•Image segmentation [Torsney Weir et al. 2011] 

•Weather forecast [Potter et al. 2009] 
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Much recent attention 
in vPSA

•comprehensive study of 21 different tools
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Data Flow Model
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Build an estimator
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Model

Input Output
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Model

Input Output

Model
•simulation model, prediction model, … 

•… but also algorithm  

•stochastic, deterministic 

•usually black box (to us as Vis researchers)
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Model

Input Output

Inputs
•well chosen by the scientist, i.e. people care about 

their inputs 

•normally continuous (quantitative data) 
- need to sample the space 

•categorical data common too (e.g. use of a 
different algorithm)
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Model

Input Output

Outputs
•typically complex objects, e.g. 

- 2D, 3D images (Tuner) 
- animations (FluidExplorer) 
- performance graphs (fuel cells) 

•hard to evaluate / compare many complex outputs
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Derive

Derived 
Outputs

Model

Input Output

Derive
•one-dimensional (“goodness”) rating: d(O1) 

•two-dimensional comparison: d(O1, O2) 

•objective measures can be 
- exact (reliable) 
- approximate - about right, but not 100% precise 
- unknown (active learning)
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Complex objects (in 
18/21 papers)

66

Model1.0
2.1
3.7

?1.0 2.1 3.7
6.3 3.3 5.2
2.2 2.1 2.0
1.1 5.6 7.8… … …

Input Parameters

… …

Outputs

[Torsney-Weir et al. 2011]
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Derive objective 
measures

67

Model Derive1.0
2.1
3.7

7.1
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Surrogate models

68

?

Model Derive ?1.5
2.5
3.5

expensive!
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Surrogate models
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Surrogate Model

Model Derive1.5
2.5
3.5

1.5
2.5
3.5
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Data flow model
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Direct 
Output
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Input Model Derive

Surrogate Model
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Navigation Strategies
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Navigation strategies

•Trial and error (traditional approach)
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Navigation strategies

•Trial and error (traditional approach) 

•Local —> global tweaking
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Design by Dragging
[Coffey et al., SciVis 2013]
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Navigation strategies

•Trial and error (traditional approach) 

•Local —> global tweaking 

•Global —> local exploration 
- FluidExplorer, Vismon, Tuner 
- many others: Paramorama [Pretorius et al., InfoVis 2011]
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Navigation strategies

•Trial and error (traditional approach) 

•Local —> global tweaking 

•Global —> local exploration

75

•Steering 
- simulation steering: e.g. 

real-time simulators 
- computational steering: 

e.g. change the grid size, 
stop if no insight World Lines

[Waser et al., Vis 2010]
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Analysis Tasks
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Analysis tasks

• Optimization 

• Partitioning 

• Fitting 

• Outliers 

• Uncertainty 

• Sensitivity
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Analysis tasks

1
1
0

• Optimization 

• Partitioning 

• Fitting 

• Outliers 

• Uncertainty 

• Sensitivity

78

1
1
0

Model
1
2
3

3
4
5

Find the best parameter combination 
given some objectives.

in 19/21 papers
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Analysis tasks

• Optimization 

• Partitioning aka clustering 

• Fitting 

• Outliers 

• Uncertainty 

• Sensitivity

79

How many different types of 
model behaviors are possible? 

Model
1
2
3

1
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in 6/21 papers
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Analysis tasks

• Optimization 

• Partitioning 

• Fitting aka regression analysis 

• Outliers 

• Uncertainty 

• Sensitivity

80

Where in the input parameter space 
would actual measured data occur? 

Model Derive

ground truth

in 9/21 papers
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Analysis tasks

• Optimization 

• Partitioning 

• Fitting 

• Outliers 

• Uncertainty 

• Sensitivity

81

What outputs are special?

Model

in 9/21 papers
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Analysis tasks

• Optimization 

• Partitioning 

• Fitting 

• Outliers 

• Uncertainty 

• Sensitivity

82

How reliable is the output?

Model

• model vs. reality
• non-deterministic  

model
• model vs. surrogate

in 7/21 papers
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Analysis tasks

• Optimization 

• Partitioning 

• Fitting 

• Outliers 

• Uncertainty 

• Sensitivity

83

What ranges/variations of outputs to 
expect with changes of input?

Model

in 14/21 papers
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Visual Data Science

84
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Overview
•Data Science is all about modelling 

•The three types of modelling 

- Computational modelling 

- Statistical modelling 

- Empirical modelling 

•Challenges of Visual Data Science 

•Conclusions

85
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What is data science?

•Dhar 2013: “Data Science is the study of 
the generalizable extraction of 
knowledge from data.”

86

Vasant Dhar, “Data Science and Prediction”, (2013)
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What is data science?

•Dhar 2013: “Data Science is the study of 
the generalizable extraction of 
knowledge from data.” 

•Data Science is the study of exploration, 
abstraction, and communication of 
complex systems through models from 
data.
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What is data science?

•Dhar 2013: “Data Science is the study of 
the generalizable extraction of 
knowledge from data.” 

•Data Science is the study of exploration, 
abstraction, and communication of 
complex systems through models from 
data.
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What is data science?

•Dhar 2013: “Data Science is the study of 
the generalizable extraction of 
knowledge from data.” 

•Data Science is the study of exploration, 
abstraction, and communication of 
complex systems through models from 
data.
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What is data science?

•Dhar 2013: “Data Science is the study of 
the generalizable extraction of 
knowledge from data.” 

•Data Science is the study of exploration, 
abstraction, and communication of 
complex systems through models from 
data.
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Data Science

•Jeff Leek: “The key word in ‘Data Science’ is 
not Data, it is Science” 

“The issue is that the hype around big data/
data science will flame out (it already is) if 
data science is only about "data" and not 
about "science". The long term impact of 
data science will be measured by the 
scientific questions we can answer with the 
data.”

91

http://simplystatistics.org/2013/12/12/the-key-word-in-data-science-is-not-data-it-is-science/
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Overview
•Data Science is all about modelling 

•The three types of modelling 

- Computational modelling 

- Statistical modelling 

- Empirical modelling 

•Challenges of Visual Data Science 

•Conclusions
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Scientific Method

93

Real world A model

HypothesisObservation

Validation

after Hans Christian Ørsted, "First Introduction to General Physics" (1811)
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Validation ➙ Prediction

94

Real world A model

HypothesisObservation

ValidationPrediction
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4 Paradigms of Science

•empirical: observe, then derive 

95

Real world A model

HypothesisObservation

Prediction

Jim Gray, “eScience -- A Transformed Scientific Method”, (2007)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Jim_Gray_portrait,_1999.jpg

1944-2007
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4 Paradigms of Science

•empirical: observe, then derive 

•predictive: derive, then observe 

96

Real world A model

HypothesisObservation

Jim Gray, “eScience -- A Transformed Scientific Method”, (2007)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Jim_Gray_portrait,_1999.jpg

1944-2007

Prediction
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4 Paradigms of Science

•empirical: observe, then derive 

•predictive: derive, then observe 

•computational: simulate 

97

computational 
model

Real world A model

HypothesisObservation

Jim Gray, “eScience -- A Transformed Scientific Method”, (2007)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Jim_Gray_portrait,_1999.jpg

1944-2007

Prediction
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4 Paradigms of Science

•empirical: observe, then derive 

•predictive: derive, then observe 

•computational: simulate 

•data-driven: measure

98

Real world

HypothesisData

Jim Gray, “eScience -- A Transformed Scientific Method”, (2007)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Jim_Gray_portrait,_1999.jpg

1944-2007

computational 
model

Prediction
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Three types of modelling

•computational: the simulation of 
discretized mathematical models 
(computational science) 

•statistical: data-driven — extracting 
statistical models from data 

•empirical: simple, often linear models
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Computational  Modelling

•(almost) every discipline has these models  

•Examples: 

- Navier-Stokes, Maxwell, etc. 

- Population Dynamics 

•computational science: experimentation 
through simulation of discretized models
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Vismon: Fisheries 
Science

101

Booshehrian, “Vismon: Facilitating Risk Assessment and Decision Making In Fisheries Management”, (2012)
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[Potter et al. 2009]

[Bruckner & Möller 2010] [Bergner et al. 2013]

[Coffey et al. 2013]
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Statistical Modeling

•“Mainstream” understanding of Data Science 

•Classical (machine learning) approaches: 

- Clustering 

- Classification 

- Regression 

- (dimensionality reduction, outlier 
detection, etc)

103
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Dim reduction — [Ingram et al. 2010] Regression — [Mühlbacher & Piringer 2013]

Classification — [Linhardt et al. 2016?] Clustering — [Sedlmair et al. 2016?]
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Empirical Modeling

•often no explicit modelling or only 
simple models, e.g. 

• linear models 

• weighted averages etc. 

• examples: spreadsheets, rankings
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LineUp: Gratzl et al. 
2013
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LineUp: Gratzl et al. 
2013
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World Lines — [Waser et al. 2010]

ValueCharts — [Carenini et al. 2004]

Design Galleries — [Marks et al. 1997]
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Not just Labcoat 
Science

•valid for business, 
engineering, public 
policy 

•general data 
analysis approach

109

Real world A model

HypothesisData

Prediction
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Overview
•Data Science is all about modelling 

•The three types of modelling 

- Computational modelling 

- Statistical modelling 

- Empirical modelling 

•Challenges of Visual Data Science 

•Conclusions
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What is visual data 
science?

•Visual Data Science is helping users 
explore, abstract, and communicate 
complex systems through models from 
data.

111
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Acting upon models

112

Decisions
 Models 

(predictions)Data
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Building vs. Using

•building models 

• computational 
experts 

•bioinformaticians

113

Decisions Models 
(predictions)

Data

• using models 
- decision makers 
- domain experts 
- biologists
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Building vs. Using

•building models 

• validation 

•uncertainty

114

Decisions Models 
(predictions)

Data

• using models 
- trust 
- tradeoffs + risks
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A modern microscope

•making difficult algorithmic solutions 
accessible to a broad audience: enable 
model users to become model builders

115

Decisions Models 
(predictions)

Data
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What is a model?

•has input parameters 

•creates outputs 

•it’s really “just” an algorithm

116

Direct  
Output

Input Model

Sedlmair, “Visual Parameter Space Analysis: A Conceptual Framework”, (2014)
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What is a model?

•paradigm shift: 

- from single input/output exploration to  
input ranges and ensemble outputs

117

Model
Setting ASetting BSetting CSetting DSetting E

Sedlmair, “Visual Parameter Space Analysis: A Conceptual Framework”, (2014)
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Supporting the user

•hypothesis creation 

•uncertainty / risk analysis 

•sensitivity analysis / model uncertainty 

•decision making / sense making 

118

Decisions Models 
(predictions)

Data
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Conclusions

119
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What is visual data 
science?

•Visual Data Science is helping users 
explore, abstract, and communicate 
complex systems through models from 
data.
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Three types of 
modelling

•computational 

•statistical 

•empirical

121
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A modern microscope

•making difficult algorithmic solutions 
accessible to a broad audience: enable 
model users to become model builders

122

Decisions Models 
(predictions)

Data
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Modern microscope

123

k-means 
kNN 

scatterplot=

= DBScan 
SVM 

Isomap

scatterplot + 

? + 

Visual Data Science

Making modelling techniques 
accessible to a broad set of users 
without requiring a PhD in Stats/

ML.
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Key ingredient

124

Direct 
Output

Derived 
Output

Predicted 
Output

Input Model Derive

Surrogate Model
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What is Visualization?

“Computer-based visualization systems 
provide visual representations of datasets 
intended to help people carry out some 
task more effectively.”

125

Tamara Munzner 2011:
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Rendering

Architecture
Virtual  

Reality

Animation

Geometry  

Processing
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BarVis FooVis
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GraphVis

VolGraph

Interaction

Topology
HiDim

Perception

Mappings

TextVis

Evaluation

Theory

Uncertainty

FlowVis
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Questions?

http://vda.cs.univie.ac.at 

torsten.moeller@univie.ac.at
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